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Abstract: Now a day's the medium of communicating the information is through the internet and there are enough hackers to hack the information because the data has transferred through covert channels. The information will encrypt using cryptographic algorithms and the cipher text can see by a third-party adversary and by applying cryptanalysis the information can retrieve back. The major problem in applying cryptography is that, the cipher text is visible to unauthorized user. We can avoid this by using steganography. Different techniques are available to hide the information in steganography. Transformation techniques produce more noise in the image when the information has embedded. To avoid the noise distortion in the image, the LSB insertion method is used to insert the bits in an image by using random number generators. In this proposed technique before embedding the secret information into an image, the secret information has been compressed using the wavelet transform technique. The obtained bits after compression are encoded using quantum gates.
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1. Introduction

Present days all the information is stored in the form of digital media. By using the internet as a medium lots of information is transferred from one person to another person. Every system can provide different security mechanisms for outgoing packets. The sender and receiver assumes that the is information is securely transferred. But the information is transferred over covert (insecure) channel, if anyone can get the encrypted information and by applying cryptanalysis on it, the intruder can get the original message, the adversary can even alter the information and pass to the receiver.

Two types of mechanisms are there to provide security of the information, they are cryptography and steganography. Cryptography means [1, 5, 8, 9] converting the text from readable format to unreadable format.

But the encrypted text is visible to all, by applying cryptanalysis on cipher text, the intruder can get the original message, otherwise, the intruder can alter the cipher text. Steganography is used for concealing the information in an image [1, 8, and 10]. The basic Steganographic model is shown below.

![Cipher Text Figure: Block diagram for cryptography](image)

There are three different types of steganographic techniques are available for concealing the information in an image, that is, Least Significant Bit Insertion, Masking, and Transformation techniques. The above three techniques having their own characteristics. Least significant bit insertion is the best technique for embedding the secret information in an image with less noise, but it is applicable only for a small amount of data. Transformation techniques are useful for embedding the large amount of data in an image, the main drawback in transformation technique is, it produces more noise in the stego image.

By using LSB insertion, large amount of data cannot be embedded in an image. Due to overcome this transformation techniques are performed on the secret information and then perform LSB insertion to embedded the transformed bits in an image.

Due to overcome this transformation techniques are performed on the secret information and then perform LSB insertion to embedded the transformed bits in an image. In the section 2, discussed about the background work of LSB
insertion, CNOT gate, wavelet transformation, Random number generators. Section 3, the proposed technique has been discussed. In section 4 Experimental Results and final section 5 discuss about the conclusion.

2. Background Work

2.1 Least Significant Bit Insertion

Least significant bit (LSB) insertion is one of the technical approaches to embedding information in a cover image [3, 11]. In LSB insertion, information can be inserted in Chosen pixels.

Example:

The letter ‘C’ is an ASCII code of 67 (decimal), which is 1000011 in binary. It needs three consecutive pixels for a 72-bit image to store a ‘C’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The pixels before the LSB insertion are:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10000000</td>
<td>10100100</td>
<td>1010101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11110011</td>
<td>11100101</td>
<td>1110111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After modifying the LSB bits in pixels, results are not completely different small modification was done. Modifications are not identifiable by the human eye, because pixel values are minutely changed. Then the secret image bits are successfully hidden in the cover image. The sender sends the stego image to the receiver then the destination station can start getting the secret message bits from the stego image. And then combined all secret message bits the secret message will form receiver can be able to read the secret message.

2.2 CNOT Gate

CNOT gate is also called as Control Not gate [7] it becomes under quantum computer. It is essential for constructing a quantum computer. Inside the CNOT Gate, first qbit is control bit and the second bit is target bit [7].

![CNOT Gate Diagram](image)

Where, A be the control qbit, B be the target qbit, and (+) represents as EXOR. The truth table for CNOT gate is shown below. CNOT gate is completely different from the EX-OR gate. The EX-OR gate is irreversible gate, then the CNOT gate is reversible gate [7].

Wavelet Transformation:

Wavelet compressions are two types lossless or lossy. In lossless compression, the original data can be reconstructed from the compressed data, but in lossy compression the partial data can be reconstructed. Using wavelet transformation the data can be stored in less space, By doing so the memory space will be reduced and the data can be transferred easily [4]. Steps in wavelet compression: Load the image, perform wavelet decomposition of the image, and compress using fixed threshold.

Random Number Generators:

Blum Blum Shub generator is the pseudo random number generator. By using this random numbers are generated. The formula has shown below [6],

\[ X_{i+1} = (X_i)^2 \mod n \]

Where, Xi is the seed, and n be the range.

The pseudo random bit generator is used for generating random numbers in cryptography, used to generate prime numbers, and the range is the important for the pseudo random bit generator. The mathematical formula has shown below,

\[ X_{i+1} = (P X_i + Q) \mod n \]

Where P, Q are two large prime numbers, Xi is the seed, n is the range.

3. Proposed Technique

3.1 Encryption Algorithm

The proposed paper the secret information that can be in any form like text, image, or data, is compressed by wavelet transform. The encrypted data is now converted into its corresponding pixel values, further the secret bit stream is converted into its 8-bit binary code on using Control NOT gate, we are encoding the 1-bit binary value, Now these bits are ready to be embedded into an image using LSB insertion.

The encrypted message is ready to be embedded in the cover image. Before embedding the message, the image is now converted into its corresponding pixel values. These values are arranged in the r x c matrix form, r and c represent rows and columns respectively. The bit of the secret information has to be embedded in the random positions in the cover image. To identify the random positions, Random number generators places a vital role. Random numbers act like a key in this technique. Blum Blum Shub generator and Pseudo random number generator are used to select the random rows and columns respectively. Random numbers are generated by the generator, using the key (seed). Randomness will be varying from generator to generator. The randomness is achieved by padding the bits in the sequence. After selecting the random positions in the image (pixel values) now the secret message is embedded in the corresponding bits using the LSB insertion technique. After performing the above process the cover image is now converted into stego image in which the secret information has been embedded, along with the stego image the sender will send the key (seed) using some secure key exchange techniques.

3.2 Decryption Process
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Decryption is the reverse process of the encryption process. After receiving the stego image, the receiver will convert the image into its corresponding pixels (matrix form). With the help of Key (seed) the receiver will be generating the random number using the random generators to identify in which positions the bits have been embedded. After getting the pixel positions, applying reverse LSB insertion technique will give the encoded bits. Applying the Control NOT gates on the encoded bits, the compressed text is retrieved. By applying wavelet, transformation technique (decompression) the original secret information is retrieved.

4. Experimental Results

In the above technique which we have discussed is implemented for different images and passwords, messages. For better quality of encryption, maximum large prime numbers should be chosen. The message has been compressed using a wavelet transform technique by using CNOT gate data is encoded and then embedded into the cover image using LSB insertion. The above process has been performed on the below images.

![Figure: The left hand side figure shows cover image and right hand shows stego image.](image)

We can compare the above cover image and stego image based on the histograms [2] by using MATLAB.

![Figure: The left hand side figure shows input image histogram and the right hand side figure shows stego image histogram.](image)

There are no changes between cover image histogram and stego image histogram. The variations are only the minute changes are identified. Here the resultant correlation coefficient for the above cover image and stego image is 0.9981.

5. Conclusion

Using LSB technique, embedding huge amount of secret information in not possible. The basic idea of this paper is to embedded huge amount of secret information using LSB technique. To achieve this first the secret information is compressed using wavelet transforms. After compression the bits are encoded using a reversible quantum gate. LSB is one of the best techniques when compared to transformation techniques, because it reduces lots of noise distortion. In cryptography, the intruder can know the existence of the message transferring. By doing this process huge amount of information can be communicated in the covert channel and even the existence of the message is difficult to identify.
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